
Uppdragshuset and TU Wien invites you to a day workshop on patent retrieval from both 
an academic and an industry perspective. During the day we will elaborate on a variety 
of topics. From disclosing recent research in patent text mining done at the University to 
reviewing resulting tools applied on real life innovation processes. This overall project for 
exploring automated information retrieval is a cooperation between Uppdragshuset and 
the TU Wien and is funded by the European research program Eurostars.

Invitation to workshop Going beyond  
Boolean for patent retrieval

AutoMatch is a Eurostars funded project with the aim of making the 
innovation process more efficient for R&D intensive industries. The tool 
is providing decision support to users by, automatically without manual 
intervention, semantically retrieving relevant prior art corresponding to 
a specific text. This is a new approach to rely on an automated process 
for accessing relevant documentation with preserved quality assurance. 
Within the new Self-Optimizer module, Uppdragshuset and the Technical 
University of Vienna is developing next generation of AI whereby Auto-
Match optimizes each matching procedure to a specific technical field. 

Uppragshuset was founded in 2000 with the passion for the art of 
finding. We are today worldwide renown specialists in searching and 
evaluating technical information in order to provide advice on IPR risks 
and possibilities along the innovation process. Uppdragshuset also 
develop next generation tools to support the innovation workflow of 
our clients, such as order and monitoring systems, workflow process 
management and automatic decision support.

The TU Wien is according to Times Higher Education in the top 50  
Computer Science schools worldwide. The informatics Departments  
research group led by Dr. Hanbury is among the top three faculties  
in the world involved in the area of patent information retrieval.  
Furthermore, the University is organizing workshops, evaluation  
research programs and hosts trainings on the topic as well as publishing 
large number of technical disclosures within the technical field.

AGENDA
09:30  Coffee and breakfast
10:00  Welcome and short presentation of the  

research project. Joni Sayeler
10:10  General introduction to the Semantic world  

Mihai Lupu
10:30   The past 7 years of IR meet the patent domain 

Mihai Lupu
11:15  The essence of Patent text mining 

Linda Andersson
12:00  Lunch 
13:00   AutoMatch helping you focus on the right ideas 

Joni Sayeler
13:30   Patent retrieval meets Semantic 

Navid Rekabsaz
14:00   Case study; automated support applied at  

a national innovation agency
14:15  Case study; boosting the decision process  

in a R&D focused company
14:30  Coffee break 
15:00  Achieved and expected Results from  

the Self-Optimizer module 
Joni Sayeler & Mihai Lupu

15:30   Discussion “Where can semantic take us in  
terms of useful information access applications?”

16:00 Mingle and network 

March 16, 2017, 10:00–16:00
Organised by the Uppdragshuset and TU Wien

Location: Clarion Hotel Stockholm, Ringvägen 98.
RSVP: March 9, torsten@uppdragshuset.se

Clarion Hotel Stockholm, Ringvägen 98


